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Mastering Citrix XenServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and implement highly optimized virtualization solutions using Citrix® XenServer® 6.2


	About This Book

	
		Master mission-critical aspects of virtualization to develop, deploy, and administer virtual infrastructures
	
		Integrate Citrix XenServer with OpenStack and CloudStack to...
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Malware Forensics Field Guide for Linux Systems: Digital Forensics Field GuidesSyngress Publishing, 2014

	The Syngress Digital Forensics Field Guides series includes companions for any digital and computer forensic investigator and analyst. Each book is a "toolkit" with checklists for specific tasks, case studies of difficult situations, and expert analyst tips. This compendium of tools for computer forensics analysts and investigators...
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Learning PowerCLIPackt Publishing, 2014

	Automate your Vmware vSphere environment by learning how to install and use PowerCLI. This book takes a practical tutorial approach that will have you automating your daily routine tasks in no time.


	Overview

	
		Automate your VMware vSphere environment including hosts, clusters, storage, and vCenter Server...
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Penetration Testing with BackBoxPackt Publishing, 2014

	This tutorial will immerse you in the fascinating environment of penetration testing. Thoroughly practical and written for ease of understanding, it will give you the insights and knowledge you need to start using BackBox.


	Overview

	
		Experience the real world of penetration testing with Backbox Linux using...
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Google Compute EngineO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to run large-scale, data-intensive workloads with Compute Engine, Google’s cloud platform. Written by Google engineers, this tutorial walks you through the details of this Infrastructure as a Service by showing you how to develop a project with it from beginning to end. You’ll learn best practices for using...
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Cassandra High AvailabilityPackt Publishing, 2014

	Apache Cassandra is a massively scalable, peer-to-peer database designed for 100 percent uptime, with deployments in the tens of thousands of nodes supporting petabytes of data. This book offers readers a practical insight into building highly available, real-world applications using Apache Cassandra. ...
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Woven Textile DesignLaurence King Publishing, 2014

	Woven Textile Design offers a comprehensive introduction to weaving for all those wishing to design and produce a wide range of fabrics from scratch.

	

	Starting with the basics of woven textile design, the book looks at how to draw up and interpret records and notation, before explaining how different types of cloth...
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Eliminating Waste in Business: Run Lean, Boost ProfitabilityApress, 2014

	Redundant employees. Storerooms full of extra stock "in case we need it." Marketing money sprayed in all directions in the vain hope it will create customers. Duplicate IT systems. HR policies that fatten the corporate waistline rather than keeping it trim. Budgeting exercises that result in "more of the same, plus...
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Lactic Acid Bacteria: Biodiversity and TaxonomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are a group of related micro-organisms that are enormously important in the food and beverage industries, preventing food spoilage and extending shelf life. This is the first reference that provides a much-needed and comprehensive account of the current knowledge of LAB, detailing the taxonomy, biochemistry,...
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Typewriter Art: A Modern AnthologyLaurence King Publishing, 2014

	The first piece of known typewriter art was a "drawing" of a butterfly by Flora F. F. Stacey in 1898; since then, artists, designers, poets, and writers have used this rigorous medium to produce an astounding range of creative work.

	

	This beautiful book brings together some of the best examples by typewriter artists...
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Advances in Structural Engineering: Materials, Volume ThreeSpringer, 2014

	The book presents research papers presented by academicians, researchers, and practicing structural engineers from India and abroad in the recently held Structural Engineering Convention (SEC) 2014 at Indian Institute of Technology Delhi during 22 – 24 December 2014. The book is divided into three volumes and encompasses...
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Atlas of Trichoscopy: Dermoscopy in Hair and Scalp DiseaseSpringer, 2014

	The aim of this atlas is to provide detailed and comprehensive, easy-to-use information, sufficient to perform trichoscopy in clinical practice. From basics to advanced knowledge, everything in one book. In this sense it is rather an “illustrated textbook” than solely an atlas. It includes evidence based information, acknowledged...
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